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Abstract: Optical feedback interferometry (OFI) performance for microscale-flow sensing is studied theoretically and experimentally. A new numerical modeling approach for OFI flow meter spectrum reproduction is presented in this work to study the optical effect on the signal due to the micro-scale channel geometry. Two well-defined frequency peaks are found in the OFI spectrum, this phenomenon can be attributed to the reflection of the forward scattered light on the channel rear interface. The flow rate measurement shows good accuracy over a range of fluid velocities from 16.8 mm/s to 168 mm/s, thus providing a promising tool to study and to optimize the OFI microfluidic sensor system.
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1. Introduction
With the development of micro-nanotechnology during the last two decades, a significant
progress has been made in integrated microfluidic devices. Thanks to the miniaturization and
integration of the chemical procedure this change of scale can provide many advantages such as
high speed, reduction of reagent consumption, short reaction time and lowered cost.
Therefore microfluidic systems are of great interest in bio-medical and chemical engineering
domains, such as clinical diagnostics of pathologies, single-cell analysis, manipulation, drug
development and chemical synthesis [1]. In microfluidic systems such as droplet-based
systems where the droplets contain the reagents and analytes, the flowing velocity inside the
channel determines the duration of reaction or characterization, therefore flowing velocity or
volume flow rate measurement is fundamental for the micro-scale flow study. Regarding the
small size of the microfluidic systems, compact flowmetry tools have recently carried out
strong interest and effort. Nowadays various optical technologies have been proposed, such as
Dual-Slit (DS) [2], Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [3] and Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV) [4]. OFI as a very simple interferometric sensing technology based on the optical
feedback effect in lasers was recently proposed for flowmetry at the micro-scale [5]. This
type of interferometer has been earlier proposed to measure displacement [6], velocity [7] and
vibration [8]. A part of the emitted laser beam reflected or scattered by a distant target re-
enters the laser cavity where it interacts with the initial laser free-running light. This
interaction results in a variation of the laser emission performances amongst which the output
power [9] or the junction voltage [10] are the most widely used for sensing applications. In
the case of translating targets, such as particles in a flow, the back-scattered light is subject to a frequency shift due to the Doppler Effect and the target velocity can be retrieved after proper spectral analysis of the amplified variations of the laser parameters. Thanks to this very simple sensing scheme that induces numerous advantages such as compactness, self-alignment, non-invasive measurement and high spatial resolution, the OFI based flowmeter sensor is a promising tool in bio-medical or micro-scale chemical engineering systems.

Various works have been reported on OFI sensors for flowmetry [11–25] deploying channels with sizes ranging from ten microns to several millimeters. However most of the existing related studies concern millimeter scale fluidic systems, while only few of them are treating micro scale configurations. OFI based microfluidic flowmeter sensor study remains indeed challenging because of the many practical problems, especially with systems where the typical scale is smaller than 100 µm. First, when the laser is pointing onto the micro channel, a large amount of particles with different velocities scatter the laser light back to the laser cavity and each of them contributes to OFI signal with its own Doppler frequency shift. Thus it results in a complex signal with a continuous frequency spectrum. Second, the scattered light power is very weak, only $10^{-7}$–$10^{-4}$ times of the initial emission power and OFI signal easily submerges in the noise. Third, due to the extremely small size and construction complexity, the influences on the OFI spectrum of the fluidic system (e.g., reflection or interference occurring in the channel structure) have to be taken into account, as the laser beam suffers from various perturbations during the incident and feedback propagation.

To overcome the challenges mentioned above, an accurate approach is required to model the optical behavior in a microfluidic system and to predict the spectra characteristics of OFI signal in micro-scale flows. To the author’s knowledge, there are only few models proposed for OFI microfluidic measurement [18,19] without considering the micro channel geometry influence on the OFI spectra. In the current paper, we implement a Monte Carlo method-based model to analyze the laser induced scattering behavior of the micro particles in the micro channel and to evaluate how the channel construction and the other components affect the scattered light propagation. In this model, the entire system is simulated using a commercial ray tracing software. This modeling effort allow for the determination of the back-scattered power fraction that is re-injected into the laser cavity. Then, a modified laser rate equations model, which is based on the classical Lang and Kobayashi equations [9], calculates the laser power changes induced by the back-scattered light. To investigate the validity of our models and simulation methodology, a series of experimental validations are presented.

2. Theory

2.1 Laser diode OFI behavior of single target

To describe the laser diode behavior under optical feedback modulation, a three mirror cavity model is established [26]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the OFI system consists of two cavities, one is the laser active cavity of length $L_c$, and the other is the external cavity of length $L_{ext}$ induced by the target. The system is modeled as a single cavity of length $L_c$ with an equivalent complex amplitude reflectivity $r_{eq}$ shown in Fig. 1(b).

In the case of a translating target and considering that the target reflectivity is very small (i.e., $r_{ext} << r_2$), the equivalent reflectivity $r_{eq}$ can be expressed as [27]:

$$r_{eq} = r_2[1 + \xi \exp(j\omega t + j\Phi_p)]$$

$$\xi = \frac{r_{ext}(1 - r_2^2)}{r_2}$$
\begin{align*}
\omega_D &= 2\pi \nu \frac{-2V_A}{c + V_A} \\
\Phi_D &= 2\pi \nu \left(1 + \frac{c - V_A}{c + V_A}\right) \frac{\tau_d}{2}
\end{align*}

where, \( \xi \) is the coupling coefficient, \( \omega_D \) the angular frequency shift induced by the Doppler Effect, \( c \) the light velocity in vacuum, \( \nu \) the laser free-running frequency, \( V_A \) the target velocity component in laser direction \( (V_A = V \cdot \sin \theta) \), \( j \) the imaginary unit. \( \Phi_D \) is the additional phase term and \( \tau_d = \frac{n \cdot L_{\text{ext}}}{c} \) is the external roundtrip delay time within the external cavity of refractive index \( n \).

Considering \( V_A \ll c \), then:

\begin{align*}
\omega_D &= 2\pi \cdot f_D = 2\pi \frac{-2nV_A}{\lambda} \\
|f_D| &= \frac{2nV_A}{\lambda}
\end{align*}

\( f_D \) is the frequency shift due to the Doppler Effect. Thus neglecting the multiple roundtrips in the external cavity, considering the lasing condition and solving the laser rate equations, the output power under OFI modulation can be deduced as:

\[ P_{\text{OFI}} = P_0 [1 + m \cos(\omega_D t + \Phi_D)] \]

where \( P_0 \) is the initial unperturbed laser output power, and \( m \) the modulation index:

\[ m = 4\xi \frac{\tau_p}{\tau_i} \]

where \( \tau_p \) is the photon lifetime within the laser cavity, \( \tau_i = \frac{2\pi n L_{\text{c}}}{c} \) is the roundtrip time in the laser cavity and \( n \) the effective group refractive index.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{three_mirror_cavity_model.png}
\caption{Three mirror cavity model: (a) with a solid target, (c) with a group of small particles. Equivalent cavity: (b) with a solid target, (d) with a group of small particles.}
\end{figure}

\subsection{2.2 OFI model with multiple scatterers}

In the case of measurement in flows, the optical system collects the scattered light from a large amount of flowing particles (scatterers) of various velocities as indicated in Fig. 1(c).
and different positions in the measurement volume. This induces a distribution of the Doppler shifts that impact the LD output power spectrum.

In the case of a flowing solution where the particle concentration is low enough so that multiple interactions between incident photons and particles (multiple scattering) can be ignored, we can calculate the equivalent cavity reflectivity $r_{eq}'$ by summing the back-scattering contributions from each particle yielding:

$$r_{eq}' = r_2 [1 + \sum_i \xi_i \exp(j \omega_{Di} t + j\Phi_{Di})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\xi_i = \frac{r_{ext}(1-r_e^2)}{r_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\omega_{Di} = 2\pi \nu \frac{-2V_{Di}}{c + V_{Di}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\Phi_{Di} = 2\pi \nu \left(1 + \frac{c - V_{Di}}{c + V_{Di}}\right) \frac{\tau_e}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$|r_{eq}'| = r_2 \sqrt{(1 + \sum_i \xi_i \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di})))^2 + (\sum_i \xi_i \sin(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di})))^2}$$

$$= r_2 \sqrt{1 + 2\sum_i \xi_i \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di}) + (\sum_i \xi_i \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di})))^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Considering $\xi_i << 1$, we can obtain:

$$\xi_i \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di}) << 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$\xi_i \sin(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di}) << 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

So the third and fourth items in the square root can be neglected, and the absolute value of the equivalent reflectivity can be derived as:

$$|r_{eq}'| = r_2 \sqrt{1 + 2\sum_i \xi_i \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The new modified $P_{OFI}'$ from different scattering particles can be expressed:

$$P_{OFI}' = P_0 [1 + \sum_i m_i \cdot \cos(\omega_{Di} t + \Phi_{Di})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

From the Eq. (17), it can be concluded that in a fluidic system, the laser output power $P_{OFI}'$ is determined by $m_i$ and $\omega_{Di}$ which are related respectively to the reflection coefficient $r_{ext}$ and the velocities component in laser direction $V_{Di}$ of the $i^{th}$ particle. In the next section, both parameters are investigated through numerical simulation.

3. Material and methodology

3.1 Experimental setup

The schematic of the experimental setup designed for this study is shown in Fig. 2. The setup consists of a micro-scale channel (micro-reactor), the OFI based sensor with its optical arrangement, the data acquisition and the processing system.
The micro-reactor is a custom-designed square channel made of SU-8 photoresist with a $100 \mu m \times 100 \mu m$ square cross-section. The schematic of the channel is presented in the inset of Fig. 2. Polystyrene (PS) micro spheres (MicroParticles, GmbH) are used as the scattering particles. PS micro spheres can be suspended very uniformly in aqueous solution after proper mixing due to their 1.05 g/cm$^3$ mass density which is similar to water. The PS solution with concentration $5 \times 10^6$ per mL is pumped into the channel by a syringe pressing pump (PHD 22/2000 Harvard Apparatus) in the Y direction as shown in Fig. 2. In such condition, the inter-particle distance is calculated to be about $58 \mu m$ (10 times of the particle diameter), so we can ensure the solution is in single scattering regime [28]. The flow rate is varied from 5uL/min to 50uL/min, i.e., velocities from 16.8 mm/s to 168 mm/s, respectively.

The OFI sensor is based on a commercial GaAs singlemode Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) in a TO-46 package that includes a monitoring photodiode (Optowell Co., Ltd). Such laser source presents the advantage of being compact and cost effective. Moreover the beam being of circular symmetry [29], it allows for an easier implementation in the modeling tools while providing with more generic results than with asymmetrical laser sources such as in-plane laser diodes. This laser source exhibits a good working performance at a wavelength of 670 nm with a $5^\circ$ divergence angle (HWHM) and a circular beam with an intrinsic waist radius at $1/e^2$ of 2.3 $\mu m$. It is operating under a constant bias current of 3.5 mA (1.5 times of the typical threshold current) using a custom designed laser driver. This bias value is chosen after weighting the tradeoff between the highest achievable signal-to-noise ratio while the laser remains operating in its singlemode regime. The incident angle $\theta$ between the laser emission axis $Z'$ and the perpendicular to the plane of the channel chip is set to $15^\circ$, as it is a good trade-off between maintaining a good signal-to-noise ratio and a sufficient Doppler shift frequency that fits our acquisition electronics.

Since the scattered light power is proportional to the power density, to enhance the feedback signal, high illumination power density is required. Tightly focused incident laser beam to minimize the laser spot area is a good way to increase the power density. Here we use a doublet lens pair (MAP103030B, Thorlabs Co., Ltd) constituted by two lenses that have the same focal length of 30 mm, so that the imaging magnification ratio is 1:1. Considering the VCSEL beam parameters, the focused $1/e^2$ laser spot size in the micro-channel is calculated to be about 4.6 $\mu m$. The VCSEL and the lens pair are assembled on a 3D translation stage (T-LSR300A-KT03, Zaber Co., Ltd) which allows to adjust the beam focus position.
The OFI signal is acquired through the monitor photodiode embedded in the VCSEL package. The photodiode current is amplified using a custom made trans-impedance amplifier which output voltage is acquired using a National Instrument acquisition card (NI USB 6251) at a sampling frequency of 400 kHz. Processing of the signal consist in 30 averagings of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of $2^{14}$ samples length. All the data acquisition procedure and processing is automated by means of a dedicated LabVIEW VI.

3.2 Simulation methodology

The simulation of the OFI induced modulation of the laser diode emitted power in the microfluidic configuration requires several steps that are detailed below. First, a numerical modeling of the laser illumination into the micro channel is performed. Second, the particle induced scattering power towards the laser cavity is calculated. Both simulations are performed using the Monte Carlo method in a ray-tracing software (ZEMAX) and result in a calculated $r_{ext,i}$ for each particle position in the channel. Third, a numerical simulation of the velocity distribution in the channel is conducted in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software, Ansys Fluent, thus allowing for the determination of each $V_{Ai}$. Eventually, the rate equations model described above is computed using Matlab™ with the inputs established by the previous simulation steps and resulting in a time domain OFI signal from which a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is computed to obtain the OFI Doppler spectrum. All the simulation steps are described below.

3.2.1 Determination of the multiple particle reflectivity coefficient

Same as the realistic setup, in the ZMAX simulation the laser beam propagates through the doublet lenses and several layers of different materials of the channel. Based on the manufacturer information, we define a 6 µm diameter circular surface (equal to the laser emitting aperture) placed on the front face of the VCSEL as the emission surface. Due to the specific configuration of the OFI, this area is also the feedback power detector area. The OFI configuration requires the use of the non-sequential tracing mode in which the rays are traced like in the actual physical order they hit various objects or surfaces, and where they can hit the same object repeatedly. For each position in the channel, one million rays are traced and amongst them, only the rare ones which are collected by the 6 µm diameter equivalent detector, after being scattered by the particles, are taken into account. In the simulation, all the object’s parameters (e.g., geometrical sizes, materials, lens film coatings) are chosen to be a realistic reproduction of the experimental parameters presented previously (see Table 1).

As a very first step, to control the focal point position, the incident irradiant 2D profile through the channel is presented. Thus the channel position is set so that the focal point is at the channel center as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). A well-defined Gaussian irradiant profile in the channel center is obtained with a $1/e^2$ radius waist of 2.2 µm by Gaussian fitting, very close to the expected value (2.3 µm). Then a cuboid mesh (14 µm × 14 µm × 100 µm) is built in the channel for 3D mapping, the three dimensions grid intervals are set as: $dx = dy = 1$ µm, $dz = 0.5$ µm. For each coordinates, a 4.89 µm PS micro sphere is placed at the node position and the ray tracing is performed to calculate scattered light power fraction $R_{ext}$.

$$R_{ext} = \frac{P_{ini} - P_{ref}}{P_0} = \frac{P_{fidi}}{P_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$$r_{ext} = \sqrt{R_{ext}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $P_0$ is the unperturbed average emitted power, $P_{ini}$ is the total power measured on the feedback detector, $P_{ref}$ is the feedback power without the particle, and thus $P_{fidi}$ is the feedback power contribution of the $i$th particle.
Table 1. ZEMAX basic modeling parameters setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>$\lambda = 670$ nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracing ray number</td>
<td>$N = 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitting &amp; detecting area diameter</td>
<td>$D_A = 6$ µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser output $1/e^2$ radius</td>
<td>$w_0 = 2.3$ µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half divergence of laser beam</td>
<td>$\beta = 5$ °</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens focal length</td>
<td>$f_1 = f_2 = 30$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index of water</td>
<td>$n_{water} = 1.33$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index of SU8</td>
<td>$n_{SU8} = 1.56$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index of glass substrate</td>
<td>$n_{glass} = 1.51$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS particle diameter</td>
<td>$D_{ps} = 4.89$ µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index of PS particles</td>
<td>$n_{ps} = 1.58$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resulting 2D $R_{ext}$ profile in the $X-Z'$ plane is indicated in Fig. 3(b). The width of the 2D $R_{ext}$ profile is approximately 14 µm, more than twice the one of the illumination volume profile. One reasonable explanation is that particles that are partially inside the illumination volume still induce a considerable scattered power contribution, so that the particle size impacts the $R_{ext}$ profile.

As can be observed in Fig. 3(b), the reflectivity distribution in the channel shows a maximum at a very short distance from the rear interface. This is the result of the forward scattered power that is in a second time back-scattered by the rear interface.

In Fig. 4, the simulated angular distribution of scattering intensity from a single particle is demonstrated, the scattered light intensity in the forward direction ($0^\circ$) is more than 104 times higher than that the one in the backward direction ($180^\circ$). Though the reflectivity of the rear interface is very low (less than 1% from Fresnel equations), there is still some forward scattered light reflected on the rear interface. When the particle is close enough from the rear interface, a significant portion of them will re-enter the LD cavity in the same way as the direct back-scattered light. This phenomenon is enhanced by the focusing behavior of the PS spheres that can be described using Debye series decomposition [30], and the “focal length” is related to the spherical particle diameter.
To confirm the impact of the secondary back-scattered light, we have simulated the rear interface as a perfect absorbing medium. The direct back-scattered light from the microsphere is the only light feedback source as can be observed in Fig. 3(c).

The simulated reflectivity distribution in this case and along the propagation axis is presented in Fig. 5 as well as the one of the actual SU8 rear interface. In the two hypotheses, a maximum reflectivity position is located at the channel center where the incident irradiance gets its maximal value. In the case of the SU8 rear interface (blue solid line) a very visible peak of reflectivity is observed with a maximum for particles center located at a distance of 5 µm from the rear interface. As expected it does not exist with the perfect absorbing rear interface (red dashed line).

3.2.2 Flow simulation

Flowing velocity distribution in the micro channel is conducted through a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software ANSYS Fluent based on solving Navier-Stokes equations. Here we set the conditions in simulation as: the flow is laminar, the flowing liquid and the channel inner wall are incompressible and the inlet boundary condition is set as constant volume flow rate $Q$ (in µL/min).
The velocity profile across the channel in the flow rate $Q = 10 \, \mu\text{L/min}$ is depicted in Fig. 6. As expected, the maximum velocity is found at the channel center and the maximal velocity $V_{\text{max}}(Q)$ (in mm/s) is proportional to the flow rate $Q$ [31]:

$$V_{\text{max}}(Q) = 3.36 \times Q$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

![Fig. 6. Blue dashed curve depicts the Fluent-based velocity simulation profile along the laser axis (i.e., $Z'$ direction) when the flow rate $Q = 10 \, \mu\text{L/min}$, with $V_1$ being the maximal value 33.6 mm/s in center. Red solid curve shows 1D power reflectivity coupling in laser direction. The sharp reflectivity peak demonstrates the region where the OFI signal is enhanced by the reflection of forward scattered light on the rear interface, and the black dot line shows the peak center position with a velocity $V_2$ of 5.4 mm/s.

3.2.3 Rate equation based OFI simulation

The modified power $P_{\text{OFI}}'$ in Eq. (17) is implemented with Matlab$^\text{TM}$ taking into account the $r_{\text{exit}}$, $\omega_{\text{di}}$, and $r_{\text{di}}$ calculated from previous simulation steps. The other parameters used are shown in Table 2. The OFI signals in all the particle positions are simulated separately, and then summed up. The time domain signal is transformed to the frequency domain via Matlab’s FFT algorithm. The simulated spectra for different flow rates (20 $\mu$L/min and 40 $\mu$L/min) are plotted in Fig. 7. One of the most important results of this simulation is that there are two well-defined peaks in each spectrum. The low frequency ($fd_1$) peak results from the forward scattered reflected light, and the frequency at the maximum of the peak corresponds to the Doppler shift induced by the velocity of the particles flowing at the $R_{\text{ext}}$ peak position in Fig. 7. The second frequency peak ($fd_2$) corresponds to the velocity at the other $R_{\text{ext}}$ maximal position that is located at the center of the channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photon lifetime in laser</td>
<td>$\tau_p = 10^{-12}$ s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from laser to channel</td>
<td>$L = 76$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence angle</td>
<td>$\theta = 15^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser output cavity mirror reflectivity</td>
<td>$r_2 = 0.995$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When increasing the flow rate parameter in the simulation, both spectral peaks shift towards higher frequencies while they tend to broaden because of larger velocity dispersion (see Fig. 7).
4. Results and discussion

The OFI flow velocity measurements are performed with the setup depicted in section 3. In Fig. 8, the OFI signal spectrum simulated for a flow rate \( Q \) of 10\( \mu \)L/min (in red) compared with the measured one (in blue). As can be observed, the simulated and measured Doppler signals are quite resembling. In particular, both spectra have two visible frequency peaks: the lower frequency peak \( f_{d1} \) corresponds to the reflection of the forward scattered light on the rear interface and the higher frequency \( f_{d2} \) gives the velocity at the focus point, which is set in the channel center. Because of the original sharpness of the enhancement region as compared to the channel width as can be seen in Fig. 3(b), \( f_{d1} \) is much sharper than \( f_{d2} \).

Another fact can be observed is that \( f_{d1} \) in measurement is partly masked by the sensor low-frequency noise originating from either some remaining mechanical vibrations or the electronics Flicker noise. A 1/f cure (black dashed line) is denoted for the noise level estimation in Fig. 8(b). These noise sources are not accounted in the simulation, so \( f_{d1} \) in
simulation is still well-defined. On the other hand, in both cases $fd2$ is a bit smaller than the frequency of the maximal velocity ($f_{max} = 34.8$ kHz) calculated from Eq. (6) and Eq. (20) (black solid line).

To validate the model efficiency, we have performed a study on the relationship between the flow rate $Q$ and the Doppler frequencies extracted from measurement and simulations. We have kept the laser spot in the channel center and measured $fd1$ and $fd2$ for various values of $Q$ ranging from 5 µL/min to 50 µL/min (equivalent to velocities from 16.8 mm/s to 168 mm/s according to the Fluent based model). This range corresponds to typical values encountered when monitoring blood flows in capillaries. For each flow rate, the measurements have been performed 3 times thus providing an estimation of the measurement repeatability and the robustness of the proposed numerical modeling method. However the robust determination of both $fd1$ and $fd2$ is not trivial. As can be seen in Fig. 9 where the OFI spectra measured at different flow rates ($Q = 0$ µL/min, 5 µL/min, 20 µL/min, 50 µL/min) the measured peak at $fd1$ is not an integrated peak as in Fig. 8. Thus to extract central frequency in the first peak ($fd1$), a Gaussian curve-fitting has been employed. In the literature, $fd2$ (the main Doppler frequency) is linked with the spectrum 3dB cutoff frequency [11,16] as depicted as well.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 9.** Measured OFI spectral of various flow rates: $Q = 0$ µL/min (in black), $Q = 5$ µL/min (in red), $Q = 20$ µL/min (blue) and $Q = 50$ µL/min (in green). Both $fd1$ and $fd2$ in each flow rate case are denoted as well.

Both data processing schemes mentioned previously for $fd1$ and $fd2$ are applied in the series of measurements and simulations under different flow rates. $fd1$ trend as a function of $Q$ is shown in Fig. 10: the values in simulation (black squares) and measurement (blue circles) are in good agreement over the whole given flow rate range, and both of them are consistent with the calculation frequency profile corresponding to the enhancement peak position in Fig. 6. This fact validates that $fd1$ links to the particle velocity within this region where the OFI signal is enhanced by the forward scattered light reflection on the rear interface. It is noted that we performed similar measurements in PDMS channel of different depths, confirming the origin of this phenomenon. $fd2$ versus $Q$ profile is depicted in Fig. 11. Both $fd1$ and $fd2$ exhibit a linear dependence with the flow rate $Q$, as a result the ratio between the two frequencies remains constant (about 5 in our experimental conditions). While the simulation results are very close to the directly calculated value, the experiment results are slightly but consistently smaller than the simulation results. The position of the laser beam in the channel being controlled with accuracy not better than 10µm, a shift of the laser beam from the channel center is the most credible reason for this small discrepancy. Thus taking this hypothesis into account, and according to the Fluent simulation, the shift of the laser beam position can be estimated to 12 µm.
5. Conclusion

In summary, we propose a novel modeling approach of the OFI sensing scheme in microscale fluidic systems. The OFI signal contribution of each scatterer is calculated by merging simulations results of the fluid flow, the optical system and the laser rate equations. This model has been validated by a series of experiments in an attractive and usable flow rate range (from 5 µL/min to 50 µL/min). With this model, one can predict the OFI sensor signal in any given microfluidic system even in the case of complicated reactors or flow regions. Furthermore, this method provides a promising tool to optimize the OFI flow sensor performances while designing micro-reactors with dedicated optical properties. We believe this modeling method is a first step to the design of future Lab-on-a-Chip devices requiring precise flow rate or fluid velocity monitoring.

The model presented in this paper for the first time predicts a second Doppler frequency peak that has been experimentally validated. This Doppler peak is proven to be due to the contribution to the optical feedback of flowing particles passing in the vicinity of the rear interface of the microreactor, and for which the forward scattering is reflected by this interface.
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